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Abstract. Deep web search requires a transformation between search
keywords and semantically described and well-formed data structures.
We approached this problem in our “In the Web of Words” (WoW)
project by allowing natural language sentence queries and by a context
identification method that connects the queries and deep web sites via
database information. In this paper we propose a novel SQL based ap-
proach that can identify the focus of input questions if the information is
represented in a database. We propose a new relational database design
technique called normalized natural database (NNDB) to capture the
meaning of data structures. We show that a proper NNDB is a context
database, and it can serve as the basis of context identification combin-
ing the template based techniques and the world model encoded in the
database.
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1 Introduction

The online accessible information organized and stored in structured databases
is the content of deep web. The content of such databases is presented to the user
as dynamic web pages being created to answer user’s query, and thus standard
search engines can hardly index and find them [1, 2]. Therefore, searching on the
Internet today can be compared to dragging a net across the surface of the ocean.
While a great deal may be caught in the net, there is still a wealth of information
that is deep, and missed. Internet content is considerably more diverse and the
volume certainly much larger than commonly understood [2, 3, 4].

In the WoW project, our purpose was to create a prototypical search service
that could integrate surface web and deep web search, and for the latter case,
could allow users to formulate their search expressions in the form of Hungarian
natural language questions. The overview of the system is depicted on Figure 1.
The core of the system consists of the natural language interface, the context
identifier and the deep web search engine (DWSE). These components transforms
simple interrogative sentences of a given language into SQL queries in several
steps (see [5]). The important issue in this processing chain is the determination
of the context (topic) of the question, and databases related to the topic, which
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is the topic of this paper. At the end of the search the user is directed the answer
pages provided by the deep web sites.

Fig. 1. The complete overview of the WoW system

The deep web search facility of WoW is restricted to the database content
of contracted partners available online, i.e. no automatic exploration of deep
web sites is performed. Therefore throughout the paper, we assume that schema
information of deep web site are available.

The deep web search model of WoW is language independent, however its
implementation for a specific application requires natural language processing
(NLP) tools. In our experiments we implemented the model of WoW for Hungar-
ian, but it can be easily adopted for other languages having the necessary NLP
tools available. We have reported on this issue for Hungarian in our previous
works [6, 7].

In this paper, we primarily focus on the context identification and the deep
web search engine architecture, and particularly we present some important im-
provements made to these components of the original model in the WoW system
[5]. For context identification, we propose a relational theory based mathemati-
cal foundation and we outline its implementation. Using this new approach, we
can substitute the formerly used intermediate languages (ER-models, ontologies,
or language Q2 [5]) with standard SQL expressions. This change simplifies the
model by omitting the transformation from the intermediate languages to SQL,
which was formerly performed by the DWSE component. In order to make this
change, we also exploit NLP tools (such as morphological and syntactic parsers,
named entity recognizers) and natural language interfaces to databases.
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In our proposed framework, the operation of DWSE exclusively relies on the
result of context identification. Indeed, if there is available (meta)information
on the data that is stored at the deep web site, and the internal representation
language is SQL, then the DWSE engine can select the deep web sites relevant in
answering the user query by determining the attributes and schemas appearing
in the transformed SQL form of the query.

The paper is organized as follows. We briefly review related works on database
theory and deep web search in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the most impor-
tant concept of relational theory used in this article. Section 4 defines the new
normalized natural database (NNDB) structure that stores language processing
related information. In Section 5, we present a context identification algorithm
based on NNDB. Section 6 discussed the role of DWSE in our framework, and
Section 7 gives a few illustrative examples on context identification, and briefly
presents some test results.

2 Related works

This paper concerns two different though partly connected research areas for
which we summarize the literature separately.

Deep web search have been received attention from the late 90’s [4, 3], but
the first works only intended to characterize the scale of deep web from various
aspects. As shown recently in [2], traditional crawl-and-index techniques may
not be appropriate to provide a good coverage over the information content of
the hidden and dynamic deep web site. In contrast to our cooperative model, an-
other direction in discover the deep web is called the discover-and-forward access
model. In this model, search engine having already discovered query interface
of databases of the web would forward users automatically to the appropriate
database to submit or refine the query. There are a few projects, such as Meta-
Querier [8] and WISE-Integrator [9] which exploring this particular research
direction. We remark that this solution also requires context identification to
select the relevant databases for the user query. Our concept provide smaller
coverage since it requires active cooperation from the deep web sites but ensures
higher quality at answering, which can draw the attention of deep web sites in
longer term. Another alterative method for the integration of deep web sites is
highly accurate semantic matches between the attributes of the source query
interfaces. However, due to the pervasive lack of data present at the query inter-
face the matching accuracy is often questionable. WebIQ [10] solves this problem
by discovering instances for interface attributes from the surface and deep web.

Traditional database management systems fail to capture the intentional se-
mantics between data structure elements. In order to overcome this deficiency—
which is a motivation of our semantic database approach—Sagiv’s [11] and Hon-
eyman’s [12] works introduced the notion of intentional database in the early
80’s which aimed at capturing the meaning of the represented relations in the
database. Their path was followed by Chan end Mendelson [13] on the con-
cept of separable databases. Their works intend to determine conditions on the
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separability of schema structure of the database which enables that the modifi-
cation of a particular relation does not affect other relations, and also eases the
introduction of new schemas end relations into the database.

3 Preliminaries

Throughout the paper, we focus on relational databases and relational theory,
although our results can be easily adopted to other well-known data models as
well. We use the traditional conventions, terms and notations of relational data
model theory.

– r denotes a relation; t denotes an element of a relation (aka n-tuple or record)
t; R,S, T denote schemas; and A,B,C denote attributes.

– Capitals from the end of the alphabet (like X,Y, Z) denote attribute sets.
– The expression r(R) denotes a relation on schema R.
– The expression t[X] denotes the value of a record over the attribute set X.
– t ∈ r means the record t is the element of relation r. A ∈ R means that

attribute A is an element of schema R. For simplicity, schemas are considered
to be attribute sets.

– X → Y denotes a functional dependency defined on the schema X ∪ Y ⊆ R.
The functional dependency is true iff all records t1, t2 of any relation r(R) over
the schema R satisfy: t1[X] = t2[X]⇒t1[Y ] = t2[Y ]. IfX ⊆ R andX → R hold
then X is a superkey. If additionally there exist no X ′ ⊂ X for which X ′ → R
is true then X is the key of schema R. The set of functional dependencies is
denoted by F.

– The closure of an attribute set X over a dependency set F is defined as the
maximal set having the property X+(F) = {A|F |= X → A}.

– The closure of dependency set F is defined as the maximal set of elements
F+ = {X → Y |F |= X → Y }. The dependency set F is a coverage, if there
exists no such dependency X → Y that satisfies
1. (F \ {X → Y })+ = F+;
2. �X ′ ⊂ X, for which F |= X ′ → Y ;
3. Y consists of a single attribute.

– Let X���Y denote the inclusion dependency, which is true iff the domain of X
and the domain of Y are identical, and for all relations r1, r2 over schemas R1

and R2, where X ⊆ R1, Y ⊆ R2 satisfy: r1(X) ⊆ r2(Y ). The set of inclusion
dependency is denoted with I.

– Let the relational database be denoted with DB = <R, r, Σ>, where R is the
finite set of schemas in the database, r is the finite set of relations over R1,
and Σ = F ∪ I is the finite set of (functional and inclusion) dependencies of
the schemas of the database.

– We say that a database DB complies a dependency set Σ, denoted by DB |= Σ,
if ∀r ∈ r r |= Σ is fulfilled.

1 Obviously, there is exactly one relation over a given schema.
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Relational databases do not specify how to define sensible operations between
relations. As a consequence, one can join two relations if data are in appropriate
formats along any two attributes. For example, one can join tables about cities
and books on attributes population and title, respectively. Therefore database
management systems can not determine the intentional semantics between ele-
ments of the data structure. In order to capture the notion “self-descriptiveness”
we introduce a new concept called semantic database.

Definition 1 (Semantic databases). Let DB = <R, r, Σ> be a semantic
database if for any attributes and schemas of DB , the following conditions hold
regarding a reference function λ : A → A (A is the set of all attributes), and a
binary (is-a ) relation Ξ : R × R:

1. for any S ∈ R schema with key A, λ(A) = A,
2. for any attribute A there is a schema S ∈ R and a simple key B → S such

that λ(A) = B,
3. Σ |= A���λ(A) holds for any attribute A,
4. Ξ(R,S) is true for any R,S ∈ R schemas if and only if Σ |= X���Y for

some appropriate X → R, Y → S attribute sets.

For example: λ(wife) = name, λ(name) = name, and Ξ(actor, person). The
definition extends the traditional relational database model by the reference
function and an is-a relation in order to represent which attributes and schemas
are related, and how.

Definition 2 (Valid relationship). Let X ⊆ Ri, Y ⊆ Rj be two attribute
sets of the not necessarily distinct schemas Ri, Rj ∈ R in a database DB =
<R, r, Σ>. A valid relationship between X and Y exists if Σ |= {X���Y, Y →
Rj}, and is denoted by ε(X,Y ).

Proposition 1. ε(A, λ(A)) for any attribute A of the semantic database DB =
<R, r, Σ, λ,Ξ>.

Proposition 2. Let DB = <R, r, Σ, λ,Ξ> be a semantic database. If X,Y are
keys of schemas R,S ∈ R respectively that make the relation Ξ(R,S) valid, then
Ξ(R,S)⇒ε(X,Y ).

4 Normalized Natural Databases

According to the traditional database design concept, schemas are partitioned
until a normal form is reached to keep them clear of redundancy. It must be
noted that the model being designed depicts a closed system from a well-defined
perspective. In such cases a schema may still contain many attributes, which
makes further decomposition necessary if a new view appears. Thus to provide
portability the number of attributes must be minimized in order to avoid further
decomposition.
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Naturally, for an arbitrary decomposition a schema must contain one at-
tribute as something must identify the entities in the relation. It is easy to show
that some specific attributes without the key property may have to remain in
the schema too. For example, a name used in a natural language to identify an
object in the world is inseparable from the object, though it is not a key, because
different objects may have the same name. Let us call such an attribute natural
key introduced by [14, 15]. The natural key of a schema S is denoted by κ(S).

In other words, values of natural keys are the (compound) nouns or noun
phrases in sentences, which are exact, unambiguous identifiers of an entity of
the real world in the given language and context. For example, κ(book) = title,
or κ(person) = family name, but κ(Book) 	= author, though author is an attribute
of the book schema.

Definition 3 ([15]). A semantic database is called natural, if any of the follow-
ing conditions are fulfilled:

1. If the reference function of the database is λ, then λ(A) is a natural key for
all attributes A.

2. If ε(A,B) is true for some attributes A, B of the database, then B is a
natural key.

3. Each key is a natural key.

Proposition 3. The three statements in the Definition 3 are equivalent.

Proof. 1 ⇔ 3: According to definition 1, λ(A) is always a key. From statement
1 λ(A) is a natural key also which implies 3. Conversely, because of statement
3, each key is a natural key, which also holds for λ(A), thus implying 1.

2 ⇔ 3: According to the definition of ε(A,B), B is always a key. Therefore
statement 2 implies 3, since B is a natural key. Conversely, the natural key
property holds for key B in ε(A,B) from statement 3, because B is a key in
ε(A,B).

Definition 4 (Normalized natural database). A natural database DB =
<R, r,F ∪ I, λ, Ξ> is normalized (abbreviated by NNDB) if the following state-
ments hold (here S,R ∈ R):

1. Any attribute name appears in a single schema.
2. Any R schema with a natural key contains only one element. Such schemas

are called primary schemas.
3. Any R schema without natural keys contains at least two elements, and for

all attributes A ∈ R there is an S 	= R schema such that λ(A) = κ(S). Here
R is termed a secondary schema.

4. For any two different R,S schemas R ∩ S = ∅.
5. There are no distinct secondary R,S schemas such that R+(F) ⊇ S.
6. For any R secondary schema there are either no valid non-trivial dependen-

cies on it or there is an embedded dependency F |= X → A defined on it
such that F |= X → R, and �X ′ : X ′ ⊂ X for which F |= X ′ → A holds.

7. For any inclusion dependency X���Y , Y is a natural key.
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Proposition 4. Let DB = <R, r,F ∪ I, λ, Ξ> be a NNDB. The function λ
implies an equivalence relation on attributes of DB in the following way: the
equivalence class of attribute A consists of those attributes Aj for which λ(Aj) =
λ(A). We denote by ‖A‖ the equivalence class of the attribute A.

Due to the lack of space we omit the proof here (see [16]).

5 Context Identification in NNDBs

All primary schemas have a single attribute: a natural key, and named entities
are its instances. For all other attributes, only references must be stored, i.e.
references to the attributes they are referring to in a role. A pragmatic property
of NNDBs is that they can be easily described by a few metaschemas. That is,
NNDBs are extensible and portable to various topic areas. Hence, the context
identification procedure is very similar to the idea first proposed in [17]. However,
the proposed implementation uses purely relational semantics, it can be decom-
posed by any database schemas, therefore there is no need for re-engineering
techniques. The proposed implementation also solves the identification of the
question focus.

The search model of WoW uses NLP tools, namely morphological and syntac-
tic parsers, and named entity recognizer. In our implementation for Hungarian
queries we used the morphological parser Hunmorph [18], and our own syntactic
parser [6] and named entity recognizer [7].

The context identification algorithm (or the disambiguation) based on a re-
lational NNDB (see Figure 2) is composed of the following steps:

– Determine entities and phrase structures in the interrogative sentence of the
natural language. Use a state-of-the-art named entity recognizer to determine
with high accuracy the idiomatic expressions, names, labels (i.e. dates, cur-
rencies, etc.)—commonly referred to as entities—,and a syntactic parser to
obtain the beginnings and endings of the phrases.

– Map the identified entities into NNDB elements using the Dictionary and
KnowledgeBase. The mapping is essential for handling multilingual issues and
synonymity. Naturally, a single entity in the real world may have more than
one name, e.g. the Virgin of Orleans, Joan of Arc, Jeanne d’Arc, Joan the
Saint refer to the very same person. The NNDB itself does not deal with this
kind of ambiguity. For handling multilingual naming, synonymity, and other
naming conventions a dictionary layer is necessary on top of the NNDB, which
provides the real mapping between entities in questions and elements of the
NNDB. Entities are mapped into primary schemas, attributes, and attribute
values of natural keys [15].
However, elements of NNDBs can still be ambiguous in the sense that the
different entities may share the same representation forms. For example, the
name Charles de Gaulle could stand for a historical personage, a name of
street, an airport, a railway station, a national research project, and so on.
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Fig. 2. NNDB example database (IDEF1X notation).

– Identify noun phrases in sentences using a state-of-the-art syntactic parser.
Noun phrases describe a possibly non-empty set of entities that the question
is all about. In other words, noun phrases contain the key data that identify
the context of the sentence.

– Let t1, t2, . . . tn be the representations of noun phrase heads in a DB =
<R, r,F∪I, λ, Ξ>. If noun phrase heads are all described by DB then find the
common schema which connects all possible meanings of noun phrase heads. In
order to do that, one must distinguish among three different cases depending
on whether the noun phrase head ti is a schema, an attribute or an attribute
value in DB:

γ(ti) =

⎧⎨
⎩

‖κ(ti)‖ if ti is a schema
‖ti‖ if ti is an attribute
{‖tj‖|ti ∈ DOM(tj)} if ti is a value.

The common schema which connects all noun phrase heads is

Γ =
n⋂

i=1

γ(ti).

Note that ambiguities are partially eliminated, therefore meaningless expres-
sions result in an empty set. On the other hand, the disambiguation is not fully
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done at this point since alternatives with common schemas are still present
after this step. Two typical cases are interrogative sentences that contain a
single noun phrase, and sentences that are ambiguously stated by the user. In
either case, common schemas are all returned to the user as alternatives for
topic restriction.
If noun phrase heads are not represented in databases, the algorithm ter-
minates with an error. Unfortunately, information on purposes, usage, causes,
accidental events, experiments, are typically can not be represented and there-
fore not stored in databases. Moreover, the outlined method is unable to prop-
erly resolve cultural idioms (e.g. The Voice as Frank Sinatra), common sense
expressions (e.g. Washington as U.S. government), symbolic, associative ex-
pressions (e.g. Mecca of movies), etc.

– Noun phrases identify contexts not by naming a common schema but by nam-
ing the focus of the question. The information needs of a user executing a
search can be represented by a triplet: the question tag, the head of the verb
phrase, and by the head of the first noun phrase after the question tag or
the verb phrase excluding pronouns if the former is missing. This observation
led us to apply a template based focus identification algorithm, i.e., template
triplets determine a set of schemas Δ.

– The context of question is Γ ∩Δ.

What about ambiguities in NNDBs? Natural language ambiguities can be re-
solved only by context similar to the way they are resolved in natural conver-
sations. If Γ ∩Δ contains more than a single schema then user is prompted to
choose between these options.

6 Deep Web Search Engine in Work

Once the context is identified, one needs to find the databases that may contain
information about the input question. It is easy to see that deep web sites might
have a correct answer for the input question if and only if all their schemas and
attributes can be mapped into the NNDB. Unfortunately, such a mapping is
not easy to find algorithmically, hence schema and attribute names, and their
semantics might differ from the ones used in NNDBs. This is why WoW requires
their partners to declare which schemas and attribute elements are present in
their databases, and how they are stored. With these information mediator layers
can make way for the proper transformation from NNDB queries to URLs, forms,
or deep web database queries.

The role of DWSE is twofold. First, it serves to maintain information on all
connected deep web sites by storing their metaschemas and data structures, and
second, it determines by simple mathematical relations which deep web sites
may be relevant to answer the user’s question.
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7 An Illustrative Example

One stores information on books, movies, locations, and cultural events. Let
DB = <R, r,F ∪ I, λ, Ξ> be defined in the following way:

– R = {movie, cinema, person, director, actor, location, datetime, shows, acts,
directs, lives} where the first 7 schemas are primary schemas, and others are
secondary ones.

– For primary schemas: κ(movie) = title, κ(cinema) = cname, κ(person) =
pname, κ(actor) = aname, κ(director) = dname, κ(location) = place, κ(datetime) =
date.

– For secondary schemas: shows = {movie, datetime, location}, acts = {amovie, aactor},
directs = {dmovie, ddirector}, lives = {person, address}. λ(amovie) = λ(dmovie) =
title, λ(datetime) = date, λ(address) = place, λ(aactor) = aname, λ(director) =
dname, and λ(person) = pname.

– Ξ(director, person), Ξ(actor, person), Ξ(cinema, location).
– There are no other dependencies.

In the following examples we skip both the named entity recognition and the
NNDB mapping step for the sake of simplicity.

For the question “Where did Churchill live?” the context identification pro-
cedure finds the single phrase head Churchill. Churchill as a name could stand
for either a person, a place or a movie, i.e. Γ = R. We have a template for
<where, live, . . . > where “. . . ” means arbitrary first phrase head. The template
maps this triplet into Δ = {location}, therefore the context of this sentence
must be Δ ∩ Γ = {location}. Based on these information, deep web algorithm
transforms user question into the following SQL statement.

SELECT place FROM lives WHERE person = ’Winston Churchill’

For basic ideas on this transformation see [15, 16]. Due to lack of space, full
details will be published in the near future.

The algorithm processes the question “In which movie did Quentin Tarantino
play?” in the following way. It first identifies two simple noun phrases: movie
and Quentin Tarantino. Since Quentin Tarantino is both a director and an actor
Γ = γ(Quentin Tarantino) ∩ γ(movie) = {acts, directs}. The focus identification
process determines Δ = {acts} using the template <which, play,movie>, that is,
the result must be Γ ∩Δ = acts. During the next phase, the next SQL statement
is generated:

SELECT movie FROM acts WHERE aactor = ’Quentin Tarantino’.

When ambiguity has to be resolved, the system prompts the user to clarify
the question “Where can I see Pulp Fiction?”. The solution produced by the
algorithm contains two possibilities: the user either asked about the cinema or
the place where the movie will be shown. The algorithm does not prioritize,
therefore the user interaction is unavoidable.
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In the current implementation our knowledge base contains 18000 terms
(∼110 schemas, ∼230 attributes) on 23 topic areas, e.g. movies, books, restau-
rants, locations, cultural events, and related institutions, groups, people, etc
(sources are port.hu, National Széchényi Library, eszemiszom.hu). Our template
database consists of cca. 1000 templates. We found that this approach has a
83% precision on a cca. 1000 sentence corpus extracted from Szeged Treebank
[19], however, in most cases (cca. 72%) it finds the question to be incomplete.
Obviously, this approach also has its limitations: it cannot retrieve information
that does not fit into the database model (e.g. questions about reasons, causality,
subjectivity). We excluded these types of questions from testing.

8 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented a new relational database design technique called
NNDB. We pointed out that a proper NNDB is a context database, and it
could serve as the basis of context identification combining the template based
techniques and using the world model encoded in the database design. The
database structure can be easily extracted from any relational database, and
needs no re-engineering technique. Moreover, it has a well-formed mathematical
background based on relational theory.
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